Your Own Customized Database

- Do you want to aid in the campaign to reduce damages to underground facilities?
- Do you want your own database system to monitor damages in your service territory without the high cost of development?
- Do you need the ability to customize a database with additional fields of information?
- Do you want to submit your data into DIRT (Damage Information Reporting Tool) North America, steering the direction of damage prevention efforts?
- Do you wish that the data submission process were easier and less duplicative?

If you answered “YES” to any of these questions, Virtual Private DIRT is the tool for you!

Colorado Damage Reporting (DIRT)
The First Virtual Private DIRT Instance

“With this exciting news, UNCC and our membership will be taking a quantum leap forward to align ourselves with DIRT North America. Colorado users will be familiar with the web form data entry. Automated Data Loader & File Upload Spec. These areas of DIRT North America are more robust now and offer a clearer and friendly user experience.”

J.D. Maniscalco

Virtual Private DIRT is your own version of DIRT customized for your company or organization. It starts with all the data fields in DIRT North America and then allows you to create additional “Flex Fields” to capture data that is applicable only to you. The visual appearance of the screens can be customized with four of your company’s or organization’s colors so that it is consistent with the rest of your applications. The data in the DIRT North America fields is shared with the full DIRT North America – no uploading hassles. The data in your “Flex Fields” is not shared with DIRT North America and remains private and confidential.

Your Virtual Private DIRT will be located on secure servers maintained by CGA personnel and is accessed by you through a standard web browser. Each company or organization will have its own unique Virtual Private DIRT. No other company or organization can look at your data without your permission. Since the data and the application do not reside on your computers or servers, your IT personnel will not be burdened with DIRT maintenance.

Virtual Private DIRT is the ideal data collection solution for One-Call Centers and trade associations, even for municipalities and larger organizations with data collection needs. It is available to all stakeholders for an initial set-up fee of $500 and a $500 per year maintenance agreement. The initial set up fee is waived for CGA Corporate Sponsors.

You can check out Virtual Private DIRT at https://sandbox.damagereporting.org.